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The poster presents the Romanian intonation model, by relating it to other well-known models (The 

Given and New columns of the section Romanian Intonation Modelling).  

The model has many aspects in common with the Autosegmental-Metrical (AM) model of D. 

R. Ladd. The fundamental aspect is the hierarchical representation of the tunes (or the F0 contours), 

as prosodic domain trees. In the AM model, the trees consist of elementary prosodic units at leaf 

level and of non-elementary units, at node level. The non-elementary units are spanned by 

weak/strong partitioning into two constituents that are related in a sintagmatic relation. Based on the 

prosodic tree hierarchy, a hierarchical focus structure results by relating each focus to a non-

elementary unit. 

 What is new in our modeling? :  

1. We choose as elementary units, the units that contain only one pitch accent named 

Accentual Units – AUs (or stress unit). They correspond at lexical level to one accented 

word or may include other cliticized words.  

2. In consequence, the non-elementary units are groups of Accentual Units that have certain 

tonal relations between them and we called the groups, Accentual Unit Groups- AUGs. The 

groups are defined by a tonal contrast between two of their constituents that we consider as 

being in a sintagmatic relation. The tonal contrast between units may be generated by: 

• an increasing pitch tendency movement vs. a decreasing pitch tendency movement 

• a high tonal target vs. a relative low tonal target 

• a high pitch accent vs. a low + high pitch accent 

and therefore the contrast may be more or less prominent, depending of the unit position in 

the hierarchy. Two accentual units from a group may generate the tonal contrast between a 

H* Pitch Accent (PA) vs. a L* PA, a H*PA vs. a L+H* PA, a H* PA vs. a !H* PA, a H* PA 

vs. a H+!H* PA etc .  
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3. We have changed the abstract weak/strong partitioning into a functional unit sequence 

(AU/AUG). From the functional point of view the AUGs are equivalent to AUs. This is the 

new main idea on which our model is based. 

Another model we have compared with our model is the IPO model and we found that the 

“pitch movements” treated as units by the IPO model are equivalent to our accentual units and that 

their configurations are equivalent to our AUGs. Both models treat the units as being in essence 

melodic contours, having beginning tone, ending tone and a certain evolution of the pitch contour 

between them. The pitch movements are phonetically characterized by a set of features. 

What is new in our modeling? :  

 1. We give them both a phonetically and a functional characterization. In intonation analysis 

we apply to the prosodic units a function at communicative act level.  

2.  We have defined the functional categories and we assigned to each of them a set of forms 

for different lexical contexts: number of syllables, stress position. All these forms were included 

into an elementary melodic contour dictionary. After that it was possible to describe the melodic 

contours at group level as sequences of elementary functional units. The different sequences were 

included into a dictionary of non-elementary (partial) melodic contours. The dictionary assigns 

to a functional sequence a corresponding sequence of tonal coordinates that impose certain tonal 

ratios between the AU constituents, generating F0 contour envelope description (see section Partial 

Intonation Contours as F0 contour envelopes).  

 

The Functional Prosodic Unit Categories 
The basic functional prosodic unit types and several other derived ones are presented in section 

The Functional Prosodic Unit Categories. The units involved in sintagmatic relations are named 

PUSH and POP. They generate the tonal contrast that defines a group: 

PUSH-is a high tension unit that targets and keeps the last tones near the Top level of the parent 

unit’s tonal space. They are important in pushing forward the communicative act level and the 

pushing degree decrease with the decreasing level of the groups into the tree. The PUSH event may 

be generated by the whole unit or by one part of the unit. In the latter case of the units with double 

function, there is a principal event (during the accented syllable) and a secondary one, during other 

non-accented syllable (the section Forms and Positions for PUSH Units).  

POP- is a low tension unit, relative to a PUSH unit. A POP unit targets lower tones than its 

related PUSH units. After a stressed syllable, the pitch evolution tendency is dictated by the parent 
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unit function: if the parent has a POP function too, the tendency is decreasing, but if the parent has a 

PUSH function the tendency is increasing (The section Forms for POP, FOCUS and LINK Units).  

In the section Phrase partitioning into AU/AUG structures the AUG1 and AUG3 are the PUSH 

unit and respectively, the POP unit of the generic intonation phrase. The AU1, AU3 and AU5 are 

the PUSH unit for the lower groups AUG1, AUG2 and respectively, AUG3.  The AU2, AU4 and 

AU6 are the POP unit for the lower groups AUG1, AUG2 and respectively, AUG3. The most often 

met types of dual partitioning are: PH/PO partitioning and PO/PH partitioning. 

A basic tripartitioning of a Romanian intonation unit is PH/F/PO, where the F unit is a neutral 

focused unit that is distinct from the implicit PH or PO units (the first picture in the above 

mentioned section). The F unit has a high pitch accent and an ending tone level close to the 

beginning tone level (The section Forms for POP, FOCUS and LINK Units). At AU level the F 

unit generates a narrow focus domain, and at AUG level, a broad focus domain (by bringing the last 

tone of the last AU at a close level to those from the AUG beginning). A less prominent focus may 

be generated by limiting the pitch range variation. For example, the sequence PH/f/PO has the f 

focused unit is higher positioned than the F unit and one of the extreme positioned units has a more 

prominent pitch accent (PHL+H*). The f can be a label for a focus unit without pitch accent. 

An unfocused unit (neither neutral, nor contrastive focus) may occur in a middle position of a 

group, generating only a tonal linking between the ending level of the previous unit and the 

beginning level of the next unit. We named it the LINK unit and it can be observed in the section 

Examples of Romanian melodic contours related to the auxiliary verb (era) within the noun 

predicate (era slabă). 

There are elementary units with two target tones, one related to the main function of the unit and 

the second one related to the last nonaccented syllable(s) :  

• PUSH-Down, where the PUSH event is during the accented syllable and the pitch falling 

occurs on the last nonaccented syllable(s) - in the section Derived PUSH Units 

• POP-Up, where the POP event is generated by a low pitch accent during the accented 

syllable and the pitch rising occurs during the last nonaccented syllable(s) - in the section 

Derived POP Units 

There may be elementary units with two target tones and two functions: 

• If the pitch falling reaches the Top level of a unit the POP-Up function is transformed into 

another distinct double function: PO*+PH, with a secondary PH function (see Forms and 

Positions for PUSH Units). 
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•  If the pitch rising movement reaches the Bottom level of a unit, the PUSH-Down function 

is transformed into PH*+PO double function, with a secondary PO function. 

• If a PH unit brings the tone at the same level as the beginning tone, during the last 

unaccented syllable it becomes a double function unit named PH+F. In a same manner a PH 

unit with a small pitch variation around a high tonal level, becomes a PH+f unit (in the 

section Derived PUSH Units). 

Examples of Romanian melodic contours 
The F0 contours depicted in the figure correspond to two speakers who uttered the text: 

“Lumina era slabă, dar o recunoscu fără greutate” (The light was dim, but he recognizes her without 

difficulty.). The F0 contour related to the BC speaker is partitioned at highest level into the 

sequence: PH+F focused group/POP nonfocused group. One can observe the close levels of the 

beginning and ending tones for PH+F unit. At lower level the first group is partitioned by the 

PH/L/PU functional label sequence having the focus during the PU unit, generated by an L* pitch 

accent. The second group (PO) has two partitions, a PH one for the verb and a PO one for the 

adverb.  It observes the difference between beginning and ending tone for the PH unit. 

The F0 contour related to the JD speaker is partitioned at highest level into the following 

sequence: PH nonfocused group/F neutral unit/POP nonfocused unit. One can observe the close 

levels of the beginning and ending tones for the F unit. At lower level the first group is partitioned 

by the PH/L/PO*+PH functional label sequence having the focus during PO*+PH unit, generated by 

a prominent L*+H pitch accent. One can observe the difference between the high ending tone level 

of the PH group unit generate by the PO*+PH unit. The PO*+PH unit generated a second PUSH 

event and the melodic contour at the group level is less “neutral”. It has the role of preparing 

listener’s attention for the rest of the phrase that includes the focusing.  

Conclusions: 
By relating all the prosodic units (elementary and nonelementary) into a functional hierarchy, a 

good understanding of different types of semantic accentuation and deaccentuation events can be 

achieved. The intonation meaning must be thought in relation with the textual units (words and 

word groups) to whom the elementary and non-elementary melodic contours convey “prosodic 

accents”. Each prosodic unit category applies to a word/word group a type of “accent” at prosodic 

level that may be significant or not at semantic level. We consider these “prosodic accents” as 

functions at the communicative act level.  

 


